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Abstract

The newly discovered BL Lac object, PKS 2155-304, has been observed

with the medium and high energy detectors of the HEAO-1 A2 experiment.

We confirm the variability by a factor of two in less than a day

reported earlier by Snyder et. al. (1979). 	 Two spectra, obtained a

year apart, while the satellite was in scanning mode, are well fit by

simple power laws with energy spectral index 01t-1.4. A third spectrum,

of higher statistical quality, obtained while the satellite was pointed

at this source, has two components, and we get an acceptable fit using

a two power law model,	 with indices 011 - 2.0 (+1.2,-0.6)	 and

0(2- -1.5 (+1.5,-263).	 An interpretation of the overall spectrum from

radio through x-rays in terms of a synchrotron self-Compton model gives

°;	 a good description of the data if we allow for relativistic beaming.

Thus, from a consideration of the spectrum, combined with an estimate.

of the size of the source,	 we infer the presence of jets without

directly observing them.

Subject headings: BL Lacertae objects - radiation mechanisms -

X-rays: sources - X-rays: spectra
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Introduction

PKS 2155-304 is the second BL Lac object to be discovered as a

result: of its x-ray emission. 	 A combination of x-ray error boxes

obtained by the 11EAO-1 A2 and A3 experiments (Agrawal and Riegler 1979,

Schwartz et.	 al.	 1979) 0	revealed	 an optical	 candidate for

identification with the x-ray source: 	 a faint (14th magnitude)

stellar object. The optical spectrum (Wade, Szkody, and Cordova, 1978)

was blue and featureless, and polarization of -5% has been observed

(Griffiths et. al. 1979). 	 An improved radio position (H3ellming et.

al. 1978) fog' the already catalogued source PKS 2155-304 (Shimmins and

Bolton 1974) was found to be within a few areseconds of the stellar

object.	 finally,	 variability l,n the flux has been observed in the

radio, optical, ultraviolet, and x-ray bands, on timescales from years

down to a day or less.	 (Shimmins and Bolton 1974, H3ellming et. al.

1978, Greenstein et. al. 1979, Maraschi et. al. 1980, Snyder et. al.

1979, Agrawal and Riegler 1979.) All of these properties are typical

of BL Lac objects.

Other BL Lac objects,	 }such as Mrk 421,	 PKS 0548-322, 1727+50

(-IZw187'),	 and 1218+304 (-2Al219+305), 	 exhibit short timescale

variability and have similar spectra,	 (Mushotzky et.	 al.	 1978,

Mushotzky et. al. 1981, Worrall et. al. 1981, and Weistrop et. al.

1981).	 Their spectra consist of flat power laws in the radio, with a

break somewhere in the optical or ultraviolet region, above which a

steeper power law continues to x-ray energies, where another flat
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compone p t IS POMOLIMci WOM	 Thu AAitoifty of these BL Lac spectra

sugeeQs a common Minion procps3. 	It has also been nrpued (cf.

Stein, O'Dell, aal NoWmatior 19:61 that HI Laos must be related in

some way to Q$Ow aM other ae&  jalaottv nuelcl since, to varying

degroon, they sharp many Af the name charawriviev * TO relativistic

beaming hypothesis may explain W connoctlo p Kwon these different

objects.

Jets were tim soFie6ted to vxplain rho traupovt of energy Vrom

the ventrY powp -hoawc in QNs out to tho qlant double radlo lobes

typicaliy scon In thune n,"Iver. Pol,aivlstiv bulk mnLIon in jets

would W4 riplain toe "uporlu:jaal orp sat= -ac. p swoeti=6 seen in the

oomput radio voros. Because thn w0bervQ0 • idj o Mucture6 are fairly

sametrie, tho Of. axis must N iougl â ly porpundicnIar Lo oar line of

W&M. Wan4ford ip" turn OWN) took the lot Qpotheals a step

furtLor by Lot- i"g that into hho"Id be randomly osl(ntva on the sky, and

aosiug what ovv wlyht eipvtL to see it: 	 anylo bvtwevn the jet axis

and Unc of sighL were qmatll.	 tu fact, thoy predicted just those

proporfles icy which LL Tic	 0110CLS arc	 distiaguished:	 high

polari ,at iop , rapW oiriawlitr, Wit of observed line emission

(Yrosumablv line ew!sslon N c T Qw vore source would be sw4mped by the

ntrong vontinuum from the jw), compiV -adio structurei, and so on.

As wo shall oee, bulk relativistic miticn Mao removes the so-called

Compton cavanrophe, or KrQhtrowt temperature problem. For these

reasons, we find it iatural to interpret the Ww•vod spectrum of

VKS 210-304 in terms ok a relativintVally beamed synchrotron model.
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Observations

We present observations made with medium energy (argon) and high

energy (xenon) detectors (MED and HFD3, respectively) of the A2

experiment on HEAO-I Z These consist of two scanning observations, one

2 The A2 experiment on HEAD-1 is a collaborative effort led by E. Boldt

of CSFC and G. Garmire of CIT, with collaborators at GSFC, CIT, JPL,

and UCB.

during 11-16 November 1977, and the other a year later, 	 on 11-16

November 1978, as well as a six hour pointed observation on 8 November

1978. PKS 2155-304 was also in our field of view during 11-16 May

197$ 0 but we have less than 20% of the exposure of the November scans,

due to satellite pointing maneuvers, so there are too few counts to

analyze. The data presented cover the range from 2 to 45 keV, and were

accumulated in 1.28 second bins (total counts) and 10.24 second bins

(counts per energy channel). A complete description of the experiment

is given in Rothschild et. al. (1979).

Variability

Data from the six day scan in 1977 show that the intensity of

PKS 2155-304 changed by a factor of about two in less than one day,

confirming the same event reported earlier by Snyder et. al. (1979.

Figure la shows the light curve obtained by summing counts from both

f,
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the MED and RED3 detectors.

We have looked for evidence of corresponding spectral changes,

are unable to detect them within the. statistics. 	 rigury lb chow^

ratio of counts from HEN to crunts from MED, for the same period an in

the light curve.	 (This ratio can be related to the spectral index of

the in ,zident radiation, which is plotted as well.) Fitting  constant

ratio to these data points gives all acceptable fit, but we note that

between days 316 and 318, the spectral index seems to vary roughly in

phase with overall intensity,	 The direction of this trend Is that

higher intensity corresponds to a harder (:flatter)	 spectrum.	 This

trend is a marginal result, since the reduction In the chi-squared

statistic for a more detailed fit is not significant.

We do not sce the one second flare reported by Agrawal and Rieglarp

who observed in the 0.15 to 3.5 koV range with the HEAO A2 low energy

detectors (LEDs), but PKS 2155-304 has a higher photon flux below 2 keV

than in our energy range, anJ therefore they have much better

statistics with the same t•xpnsure.

Neither the pointing data nor the scanning data from November 1978

indicate any significant variation in i ,iitensitlr individually, but there

is as change in 2 to 10 keV flux of aboi-, t 40% between 8 November 1978

(the pointed observation) and 11-16 November 1978 (the second scanning

observation),	 There 1rt also a difference of about 20% between the

averages of the two different scanning observations;	 that is, on the

timescald of a YeAr.
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X-Ray Spectrum

A two component model is suggested by the x-ray spectrum obtained

during the pointed observation on 8 November 1978. A simple one

component model, whethe, thwMal or power law in nature, does not give

an acceptable fit to the data. The high energy component can be

described by a power law with energy index -4 A AA Os (Fj	 while

the low energy component can be fit by either a power law with index

1.4 _<0 # 4 3.2 or a thermal bremsstrahlung with temperature. 3 +/- 2 kaV.

(Errors quoted are 90% confidence.)	 The two spectra obtained from

summing the six days of each scanning observation are of lower

statistical quality, due to shorter on-source time, and are 4dequately

fit by single power law (or thermal) components.	 The latter spectra

are not inconsistent, however, with the two component spectrum•

Figure 2 superimposes all three spectra, 	 and shows the two

parameter joint confidence contours for each power law fit. 	 (Plotted

for the two scans are spectral index versus hydrogen column density

along the line of sight.	 For the pointed observation, where a two

component power law model. was used, -ffle plot one spectral index versus

the other.)	 The best-fit power law sp;.dtral indices for each

observation are listed in Table 14	 The value Vi - 1.5 (+1.7 0 -0-7) for

the 1977 scan is consistent with that found by Agrawal and Riegler

(1979) for the x-ray spectrum below 3 keV, implying a single, smooth

spectrum across the x-ray band.	 In particttlarp if we use the upper

limit for hydrogen column density obtained by Agrawal and Riegler

(1979),	 which is more stringent than our own, 	 we find

O( I M 1.4 (+0.4,-0.6).
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Discussion

(1) Composite Spectrum

The composite spectrum of PKS 2155-304, from rcdio through x-ray

irequencies, is shown in Figure 3.	 Unfortunately, the various data

plotted were not obtained simultaneously. The radio,, infrared,

optical, a;td hard x-ray portions date from November and December of

1978, while the ultraviolet spectrum was taken almost a year later, in

October 1979. The soft x-ray spectrum Is based on data published by

Agrawal and Riegler 1979 (obtained in November 1977) with the following

modifications:	 (1) the effect of absorption by Matter along the line

of sight, presumably not intrinsic to the source, has been removed, and

(2) the overall intensity has been corrected by a factor of 0.7 0 to

correspond to the change in intensity of the hard x-ray flux between

November 1977 and November 1978. 	 (See Table 1.) We cannot claim,_

therefore, that the spectrum plotted represents the true emission of

the source at a single moment, particula rly because PKS 2155-304 is

known to be variable. However, given that the spectrum is displayed on

a log-log scale, factors of a few in intensity and/or slight changes in

slope will not radically change its appearance.

(2) Canonical. Synchrotron Self-Compton Model

Bearing these reservations in mind, we suggest that all of the

observed emission can be explained by a single process. The infrared

flux is consistent with a single power law of slope 01- 0.2 extending

from the radio data. Similarly, the soft x-ray flux and the soft part

ay,

fiT ?33rRx^" '8,.::.+r' .ra. ^.r"eta Mme: ra;: -_.:..

r . :

^^r.,.r.....a_.ay.r^arr-a.a^^".@	 •••^i191M11i^—
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of the hard x-ray flux seem to be a smooth extension of the ultraviolet

spectrum.	 In fact,	 the entire spectrum from 101 Hz to .10itHz looks

remarkably like sample ,̂xamogeneous models based on the synchrotron and

self-Compton processes, ("a5C models).	 (Cf. Jones, O'Dell, and Stein

1974, hrareafter JOS.)	 The low energy self-absorption turnover is not

seen, presumably because the turnover frequency ► V?n, lies below

}	 101 Hz.	 The so-called break frequency, ')b , is , 10 if11%,	 with the

I
t4 travi ,olet and low energy x-ray photons lying in the broken part of

the synchrotron spectrum, and the flat x-ray tail corresponding to the

self-Compton photons.

From the characteristics of the radio part of the spectrum and the

angular size of the emitting regio,<, 	 it is possible to calculate

'	 various parameters of interest, including the expected strength of the

self-Campton x-ray emission.	 We know of no VLSI measurements of the

angular size of this source,	 so we infer the angular size from the

observed variability and redshift (assuming that it implies distance

according; to the Hubble law). 	 Detailed observations of variability

have not been done in the radio; the only published radio fluxes, made

with different instruments, indicate a change in intensity of about

10%, (which is just outside the quoted errors), in 7.5 years.

(Shimming and Bolton 1974, Hjellming et. al. 1978.) We assume that the

radio emitting and x-ray emitting regions are roughly coincident, and

that the x-ray variability reported above gives some indication of the

size.

This may not be true, since some models predict a dependence of the

emitting region on wavelength, (cf. Marscher 1980). 	 Such a wavelength

dependence cannot be too strong, however, if the SSC model is to be
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self-consistent. That is, if the high energy x-rays are produced by

up-scattering the radio synchrotron photons off the sane energetic

elsctrona which produced them, then the radio photons, x-ray photons,

and electrons must be roughly co-spatial.

Charles et. al, have reported a redshift of 0.17 for PKS 2155-304,

which implies a distance of 4bout 1 GP c.	 If this redshift is correct,

then this 8L Lac object is one of the intrinsically brightest

1

. .

extragalactic sources known, with a luminosity of ov 10 Berg/sec (from

10 1 to 10 
it tz), dominated by the ultraviolet and soft x-ray

synchrotron emission. In our view, this redshift to still tentative,

since one observer has reported a confirmation (Mararschi et. al. 1980)

While others, observing with sensitivity equal to or better than that

of Charles et. a1,, Dave been unable to confirm its (Snyder et. al.

1979, Griffiths et. al. 1979). At this point, we proceed using the

value s - 0.17, and later we will detail the dependence of our result

on z.

From the light curve in .Figure la, it can be seen that the x-ray

flux more than doubles in about a day.	 This gives an angular size

f < 0.0015 S milliareseconds,	 where	 . r"a -ticos e;'	 is the

kinematical Doppler factor in the case of relativistic expansion,

velocity of expansion,	 8 angle between the line of sight and

the direction of expansion, and V. (1 -13 ) ,/t.	 (Unless otherwise

stated, all calculations in this paper are based on the formulae of

JOS, and/or Marschec et. al. 1979.	 They, differ due to disparate

geometrical factors raised to high powers. Where the difference is

large, the numbers from JOS are used, as they require a lesser degree

of relativistic beaming.)
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The available upper limit of 10 9 Hz for 4. gives, in this single

component model, a lower limit to the expected self-Compton x-ray flux,
-10#3d^

which is proportional to 7Jon	 Using aquotions 19 and 33 of JOS,

and including the appropriate factors of 80 (cf. Marschar, et, al.

1979), we derive the following expression for the SSC x-ray ,flux:

-1	 ♦
S^	 6.5 x 10 (5.5 x 10^ )^ f (d) In	 S,M ^^ 

et

where ' ,,,,e , ^b , 6 ,	 and ^ are defined above,	 x - redshif't,

of = optically thin radio spectral index,	 S," - flux at the turnover

frequency, and f (a') hr ,h valttes f(0. 0)-0.50, f (?:,.2)=2 .54, and f (0.5)=

28.8. Fluxes are in Jy,, (1 Jy = 16 23 ergs1cm2/seciHz), frequencies are

in Gtir, and ( is in milliareseconds. For PKS 2155-304, using observed

values of 0! and 6̂ , and estimated values (given above) for 0., 1 r

and S6, the expected x-ray flux at ldI Hz is 2 3 x 101 Jy, if there is

no relativistic expansion or bulk motion (6-1).	 The observed flux is

4 2 x 164 dy, some 14 orders of magnitude below the predicted :flux.

The result goes as a very high power of angular size, $ , and so is

very sensitive to errors in that quantity. However, the discrepancy is

so great that f would have to be over two orders of magnitude larger

than our estimate, which was already somewhat conservative, in order

for the expected x-ray flux to be comparable to the observed flux. In

either case, f is too small ( M 0.2 milliareseconds) to resolve, even

using VLBI techniques. 	 The Compton catastrophe described above is a

problem in other extragalactic sources as well. (Sec Marscher et. al.

1979.)
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(3) Rrlo tivistic Beaming

Several authors (Rees and Simon 1968 ) Burbidge, Jones, and O'Dell

1974, Bl,andford and Reas 1978, 8landford and Konigl 1979, Scheuer and

Readhead 1979,	 Mara chor 1980, 	 Kdnigl 1981)	 Piave suggested that a

resolution, to this problem lies in relativistic expansion and/or

beaming of the synchrotron source.	 The latter two authors have

devatloped detailed rmodels, w1th magnetic field and particle density as

functions of radius. The model we consider now is much simpler, with a

Mingle blob of synchrotron- emi,ttIng material moving relativ,istical.ly

at some angle to our 11ne of sight. 	 'Because of light travel time

tff'ects, the observed variability is therefore much faster than the

intrinsic variability.	 Anisotaropic radiation alpo implies reduced

energy output. As shown in the above equation,	 the predicted self-

Compton flux goes as a very high poweµ of S; namely,	 to the power

2(5+30).  (Note that ^ is proportional. to C.)

For PKS 2155-304, the required value for 8 is in the range 20 to

70 0 with allowances for errors and differences in

large value implies that 0, the angle of our line o

the expansion direction, is Less than about 20,

velocity of expansion, is greater than 0.997. This

Figure 4, where we have plotted allowed values of

formulae.	 Such a

E eight relative to

and that 13 , the

result is shown in

and 19 for various

values of S

Since the redshift for PKS 2155-304 is uncertain, we also

investigated the variation of thane quantities with z. The 'results are

summarized in Table 2. Even for z = 0.01, s,^, $, 9.< le , 14,a 0.93,

and "r> 2.7. At this redshift, a typical galaxy would be About one

nute in extent, and Cou:ld be clearly resolved.	 Since BL Lac
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objects are typically embedded to elliptical galaxie si (cf, Weistrop

at. al. 1981) 0 and the optical image of PKS 2155- 304 is nei,rly stellar,

this object is either in an unusually faint el liptical galaxy or its

redshift is larger than,0,01 .

f'	 (G) Consequences of the Simplest SSC Model

The lifetime of radiating electrons against synchrotron losses,

which is inversely proportional to the electron energy and the equate

of the magnetic field strength, (e.g. see Pacholezyk 1970), is on the

order of 10#0 years. Only a small fraction of electrons lose their

energy via invorse Compton radiation, but it is interesting to

calculate their lifetime against Compton losses. It varies inversely

vi.th electron energy, R , and photon energy density, u Ph: The latter is

not well determined, but we can estimate it from the luminosity of the

source and its size. That is,

uph	 (Luminosity) (travel. time of photon in source)
(volume of source)

N L R G 	 FS1 d R'N,

R	 R3
---^ cR ti

)=	 c R'
,

where	 R is roughly the length	 of the	 jet, J2 is	 the solid	 angle

subtended by the jet, 4^ is the opening angle of the jet,	 F is the flux

we measure,	 and d is the distance to the source. 	 Pacholczyk gives
x

Zt N	 seconds.	 So ^c x	 ^^/a	 With R -10 it cm (ham c t ^,
T

where t is the characteristic variability time, a few light days, and i

is the kinematical Doppler factor), 	 F -010 10 ergs/cros /sec, (see Table

1) ► d-1 Gpc, B-16 3 ergs (Y> 103 ) , and ^ *1 100 0 the lose time is C

50 days, within an order of magnitude or so.	 We expect Compton loss

I'
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times to be on the order of a few days since that is the timescale for

x-ray variability.

One of the most uncertain quantities in the above timescale

calculations is the appropriate value for the energy of a relativistic

electron.	 We estimate it using the relation^s 
ti i^ IJ4 where

i)ra^ -10 Hz and/or ^N ` 1^s . The observed synchrotron photons

extend from 1,04 to 10 it Hz, indicating a range for e of 10y to 3 x 14

if the magnetic field is on the order of a few microgau.ss. 	 Since we

can't know what the original synchrotron frequency was for a given.

Compton frequency, it is more difficult to find a from the second

relation. We can set a lower limit to ^, however, because we do not

see a break in the Compton part of the spectrum * photons with

frequencies juat gre.mtar than the break frequency, -)b , must be

scattered to higher frequencies than in our spectrum. Thus, t > 10"OW

and could be as much as 10 f or mare.

This egives the approximate energy of a relativistic electron in

the rest frame of the blob which is itself moving toward us with

Lorentz factor	 This is a small effect compared to the uncertainty

of the appropr1.ate value for B, 	 or the change in frequency of an

inverse-Compton scattered synchrotron photon. In any case, it is clear

that the timescale calculations are only good to within an order of

magnitude or two.

In principle, spectral indices of power laws in each energy band
a

l should be related. Tucker (1975) relates the spectral index above the

break frequency, c^, , to the optically thin radio spectral index, a( ,

via ct z 10C + 1, where he has assumed no injection of new particles,

and no re-isotropization of pitch angles. 	 If, however, continuous re-
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acceleration occurs, the steeper index,	 in this simple two power-law

approximation, is givem by c,% d + 0.5.	 Xn fact, the spectrum we have

shown in figure 3 consists or a series of gradually steepening power

laws with indices 02, 0.4, 4.65 0 1.0, and 196 in the radio, infrared,

optical, ultraviolet, and soft x-ray regimes, respectively. 	 If we

approximate this by the Lwo poser Laws A- 0.2 and 0f# -1.5, with a break

between 10 is and 1016 11z, then the observed steepening is greater than

either of the above relations would suggest. 	 We cannot say this is a

real inconsistency, however, given the seeming complexity of the

spectrum and, more importantly, the non-simultaneity of the various

observations.

There may be reasons to expect a steeper fall-off. 	 Particles with

larger pitch angles lose energy fast(-,r than those with small pitch

angles, and so are depleted more rapidly, leaving an empty region in

phase space. If there is some means of re-isotropization of pitch

angles, such as might result from the accelerator mentioned above, or

from a disordered field, then the spectrum above the break will be

steeper than 
4 
of + 1	 (Tucker 1975.)

One can see from Table 2 that both the magnetic field strength and

the energy density of relativistic electrons are only weak functions of

the assumed redshift. Thus, unless we are very wrong about the size of

the source, we find that the particle energy density is many orders of

magnitude greater than the magnetic field energy. 	 This is consistent

with the ,het picture, in which the magnetic field presumably is not

strong enough to confine the very energetic electrons, which are

therefore free to stream outward in jets.

A4

iS

ip
VF
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(5) Consequences of a Specific Jet Model

Although our discussion above involved a simple, Locally

homogeneous blob of synchrotron emitting material, there is evidence,

notably the very flat radio spectrum, that an inhomogeneous jet would

be a more physically realistic model. Migl (1981) has calculated the

emission spectrum from a conical ,jet with electron density and magnetic

field varying smoothly as a funetion of radius. The synchrotron

radiation is approximated by n series of power .Laws with indices a;,,

p( ^c^(^♦ 0.5, and as j , vbere a(, is the index of the spectrum that would

be°produces by the same electron power law in a homogeneous medium.

Choosing 0($1- 0. 2, dtt - 0. 6, and 4's; 1.5, we find cVo - 0.47, so that the

third power law has a!- 1.0, 	 corresponding to the ultraviolet spectral

index.	 Solving for the radial dependences of magnetic field and

electron density, we find B - Br 1-31 and N - N^ r"1.3 t respectively.

Since equi.parti;ti,on would require B - 0 and 11- r"' we see that in this

model as well, particles dominate the field•

The above choice of power law indices is probably correct, and

within the context of this .model,, the radial .exponents are ,thus well-

determined. We would like to take the model a step further, and find

the coefficients Bo and No , as well as .r., the innermost radius from

which optically thin emission is observed. Unfortunately, there are

more free parameters in the model than there are observable quantities,

so that a small amount of guesswork is

know the .following quantities reasonably

in the synchrotron 'regime, (where the ds,

Hz; W the flux density at that frequen

0.17, and the distance to the source,

required. We .assume that we

well: (1)the break frequency

ty
and dsz power laws :meet), -10

4y, -0.03 Jy	 (3)the redshif t,

- 1 Cpc; and M the turnover
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frequency in the inverse -Compton part of the spectrum,	 which, if we

assume that the hard x-ray tail is actually rising, should 'be about

1020 Hr..	 Further, in keeping with the simple model presented earlier,

we guess that s N 10 and 6- 6e , so that 4- 0.99 and 1 — 7.	 Finally, we

assume a cone opening angle of 5 a, (the cone angle must be smaller than

the angle to the line of sight).	 The results, (using Konigl's

.S .n31	 ,1 .0.I S
equations 5, 6 and 12), are B% 7 x 10 r 	 gauss and NZ 8 x 10 r cm 3

where r is in parsecs, and r., z 2 x 10 r pc Z .5 light-hours.	 As a

consistency check, we calculate the ratio of the Compton flux to the

synchrotron flux, using Konigl,'s equations 12 and 13, and find that it

is a few times 10 
N 

which is roughly what is obsorved. Thus, while

these parameter choices are not unique, they do lead to a self-

consistent set of phys, pal conditions,	 and they are characteristic of

the kinds of numbers expected for beamed sources. 	 Observations at

higher energies would test our assumptions, 	 since our calculations

pre ict that above the Compton turnover, which we have assumed is 1020

Hz, or 400 keV, the spectral index should be -0.6.

The magnetic field strength varies from 100 gauss at rM ,	 to 70

^4pauss at 1 pc, to 0.008 ?gauss at i kpe, while the corresponding

particle densities are 101' cm 3, 102 cm 3, and 10 cm 3.	 It is difficult

to judge whether or not these are reasonable numbers, but we can note

two Jings about them.	 First, the values at 1 pc are comparable to

those: from the simpler model (shown in Table 2 ), and second, at any

given radius, the electron energy density is many order; of magnitude

greater than the magnetic field energy density, as in the simple model.

Finally, we calculate the lifetime of electrons against synchrotron

S
losses in this model, (see Konigl's eqn. 10). 	 We find taynth N 6 x 10
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r .62years, with r in parsecs. (Because the magnetic field has a radial

dependence, so has the cooling time.) This means lifetimes of 10

seconds, 6 x 10s years, and 4,4 x 10'3 years at rM, 1 pc, and 1 kpc,	
i

respectively. Of course,	 the underlying assumption in the model is

that there is some sort of continuous injection of energy from the core

}

	

	 of the source,	 so that short lifetimes at the nozzle of the let are

presumably not a problem.

(6) Other Possible Models

A power law spectrum can be produced by mechanisms other than the

synchrotron self-Compton process. A multi - temperature thermal

bremsatrahlung spectrum could be a power law over a limited bandwidth.

Some authors have n8ested thermal photon/Campton scattering models,

(Shapiro, Li%htman, and Eardl.ey 1975, Katz 1976). 	 These usually have

the virtue that energy comes directly from accretion onto a massive

object, thus u>>viao tng the reed to imagine a source for large numbers

of energetic particles.	 One is forced, however,	 to assume that

different parts of the spectrum arise from separate components in the

source, radiating according to different mechanisms. 	 The radio

emission from compact extragalactic objects is well-explained by the

synchrotron picture,	 and the composite spectrum of PISS 2155-304 is

striking in its resemblance to canonical synchrotron spectra; it

practically duplicates the spectrum of a Crab Nebula weaker by a factor

of one thousand. Besides, if the x-ray emission is thermal while the

radio emission is synchrotron radiation, one still faces the problem of	 I i

explaining 'why the self-Compton process is suppressed.

'Based on the data for PKS 2155-304, we cannot distinguish

conclusively between the different possible models. 	 Observations of

^t^flR

t^? 
j^.> ^ ttt 

C:J4 . "IT
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spectral changes as a function of time may provide a way to do so.	 In

homogeneous synchrotron models, an increase in intensity should result

from an injection of energetic particles, and the entire spectrum

should rise uniformly, possibly becoming slightly harder above the

break frequency, where the "new" electrons will not have had time to

Lose much energy.	 In multi-temperature thermal models, however, it is

almoet impossible to have the spectrum change uniformly. 	 Emission at

different frequencies would come from components at different

temperatures, probably spatially separate, and coherent change would be

precluded by signal propagation requirements. 	 If, th Cn , an object

gets brighter while its spectrum softens, simple synchrotron models can

probably be ruled out.	 Of course, in the case of an inhomogeneous,

synchrotron emitting jet,	 the evolution of the spectrum depends

critically upon the model under consideration and we cannot predict

here what form it would take.

Conclusion

As noted above, the spectra of several other BL Lac objects are

very similar to that of PKS 2155-304.	 In particular,	 Mrk 421,

0548-322 0 1727+50,	 and 1218+304 are all compact radio sources with

broken power law spectra,	 strong x-ray variability, 	 and weak or

unobserved x-ray Compton tails. This is exactly what is predicted for

relativistically beamed sources where we are nearly looking down the

jet, (Konigl 1981).	 We have investigated two different models: 	 the

single, bright,	 homogeneous blob and the continuous, inhomogeneous

1
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cone, both moving toward .:s at relativistic speeds. 	 In a sense, these

two pictures are extremes of the range of mo,dels which represent the

jet phenomenon.	 We therefore expect that the results obtained for

particle densities, magnetic fields, and Mnematical factors are limits.

to the true values in a real relativistic jets

We conclude that if x--ray emission from BL Lac objects is due to

the SSC process, they are probably expanding relativistically, possibly

with jet structures.	 In order to be more certain of this, we need

simultaneous broad band spectral observations,	 extending to lower

frequencies in hopes of seeing the synchrotron self-absorption

turnover.	 (Several simultaneous ultraviolet/ soft x-ray observations

have been made, and will be reported in a future paper.) We also need

a determination of angular ai.ze using VLSI, The available upper limit

of 0.3 arceeconds for VKS 2155-304 from the VLA observation of

Hjellming et. al is not a severe enough limit.	 Finally, searches for

possible intensity-spectral correlations should be made, as this is the

most direct way of comparing the efficacy of the simplest SSC process.

and multi-temperature thermal processes as models for the emission of

PKS 2155-304.
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Table 2, Allowed. Ranges for Parameters of a Relativistica ly

Beamed Synchrotron Models for PKS 2155-3049

as a Function of Assumed Redshif t

Assumed Kinematic Jet Angle, Magnetic Field, Relativistic

Redshift, Doppler B B Electron Energy

t Shif t, s (degrees) gauss) Density aL

(ergs cm 3 )

0.01 5-15 5-10 10-60 20

0.05 15-30 2-4 2-10 10

0..10 20-45 1-3 1-6 10

0.17 25-60 1-2 0.7-4 10

0.25 30-70 0.8-2 0.5-3 10

large,

^Y 1	 45-100	 0.5-1.5	 0.2-1
	

150

a See Marscher et. al. (1979), formulae (2) and (4).

f
i
6
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Figure Captions

Figure la. 2-45 keV intensity of PKS 2155-304 an a function of time

during 11-16 November 1977 scan (-days 315-320).

Figure lb. Spectral index versus time for the same period.

Figure 2.

	

	 X-ray photon spectra for PKS 2155-304,	 (♦ 11-16 November

1977 0 + 8 November 1978, 0 11-16 November 1978), plus

associated	 contours for 90% confidence intervals. 	 For

the scanning data, plotted contours are for spectral index

versus hydrogen column density. For the pointing data,

which requires a two component flit, the contour plotted is

for one spectral index versus the other, with hydrogen

column density as a free parameter.

Figure 3.

	

	 Composite spectrum of PKS 2155-304. 	 Radio data are from

Hjellming et. al. 1978; infrared, Persson 1979; optical,

Griffiths et. al. 1979;	 ultraviolet, Maraschi et.	 al.

1979;	 low energy x-ray, Agrawal and Riegler 1979; 	 high

energy x-ray, present paper.

Figure 4.

	

	 Velocity of expansion versus jet angle for a relativistic

beam model, 1!or different values of cS .
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